Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America
Wednesday, September 30, 2015
Obedience Trial Judge: Mr. Alvin W. Eng

Northern California Curly-Coated Retriever Club
Wednesday, September 30, 2015
Obedience Trial Judge: Cathy Dutra

**CCRCA NCCCRC UTILITY B**

22"

300 NQ 300 EX  CH CHARWIN ICED TEA, UD, BN, RE, WCX. SR62427601. 04/15/2010. Breeders: Owners. By Ch Charwin Tea For Two, CD, NA, NAJ, WC x Ch OTCh Kolipo Plan B For Charwin, UDX, OM2, SH, WCQ.

Rick & Kathy Kail

**CCRCA FIRST ______SCORE________ NCCCRC FIRST ______SCORE_______**

**CCRCA NCCCRC UTILITY A**

16"

301 301  CH CLARION’S BOUND FOR GLORY, CDX, RN, OA, OAJ, AXP, AJP, NFP. SR48338513. 01/24/2008. Breeders: Owners. By Ch Pizzazz Over The Top x Ch Blazeaway Scandal Rag.

Casey Cantrell & Carol Kail

**CCRCA FIRST _____SCORE_______ NCCCRC FIRST _____SCORE_______**

**CCRCA NCCCRC GRADUATE OPEN**

24"


Alex and Sarah Shull

**CCRCA FIRST __301____SCORE__185_____ SECOND________SCORE_______ NCCCRC FIRST __301____SCORE__195__ SECOND________SCORE_______**

24"


Alex and Sarah Shull

**GCH SW CHARMSTAR WHISPER A DREAM, BN, GN, RE.**

SR34587001. 05/12/2006. Breeders: Doris Hodges, Virginia Wright, Ann M. Shinkle. By Ch Summerwind Kurly Kreek Vento x Ch Crosswind’s Desert Storm of SW. Ann M. Shinkle

**CCRCA FIRST __302____SCORE__187 1/2 ____ SECOND________SCORE_______ NCCCRC FIRST ______SCORE_______ SECOND________SCORE_______**
16”

301 301 NQ  
CH CLARION’S BOUND FOR GLORY, CDX, RN, OA, OAJ, AXP, AJP, NFP. SR48338513. 01/24/2008. Breeders: Owners. By Ch Pizzazz Over The Top x Ch Blazeaway Scandal Rag. 
Casey Cantrell & Carol Kail

22”

300 300 AB  
Rick & Kathy Kail

CCRCA FIRST 300 SCORE 197 1/2 SECOND 301 SCORE 194 
NCCCRC FIRST SCORE SECOND SCORE

CCRCA NCCCRC OPEN A

304 NQ 304 NQ  

CCRCA FIRST SCORE NCCCRC FIRST SCORE

CCRCA NCCCRC GRADUATE NOVICE

304 NQ 304 NQ  

305 NQ 305 NQ  

CCRCA FIRST SCORE SECOND SCORE NCCCRC FIRST SCORE SECOND SCORE

CCRCA NCCCRC NOVICE B

306 AB 306 AB  
PIZAZZ BOMBSHELL. SR80123302. 11/14/2013. Breeder: Owner By Ch Toakaha Toarangatire, SH x Pizzazz Bellissimo Iris Andre

CCRCA FIRST SCORE NCCCRC FIRST SCORE
CCRCA | NCCCRC | BEGINNER NOVICE B

306 AB | 306 AB | **PIZZAZZ BOMBSHELL.** SR80122302. 11/14/2013. Breeder: Owner By Ch Toakaha Toarangatire, SH x Pizzazz Bellissimo Iris Andre

307 | 307 AB | **CHARWIN OUTSIDE THE LINES, WC.** SR82716401. 05/03/2014. Breeders: Owners. By Ch Podunk’s Better Days Ahead, CDX, MH, MHU x Ch Charwin Iced Tea, UD, BN, RE, WCX Rick & Kathy Kail

308 | 308 | **PIZZAZZ LET IT BE, RN.** SR82263601. 03/08/2014. Breeder: Iris Andre. By Ch. Pizzazz Falling In Love x Ch Charwin Bling Bling, CD, BN, RA. Iris Andre

CCRCA | FIRST | 307 | SCORE | 197 | SECOND | 308 | SCORE | 196 |

CCRCA | THIRD | SCORE | 

NCCCRC | FIRST | 308 | SCORE | 191 | SECOND | SCORE | 

NCCCRC | THIRD | SCORE | 

CCRCA | NCCCRC | VETERAN NOVICE


CCRCA | FIRST | 309 | SCORE | 161 1/2 |

NCCCRC | FIRST | SCORE | 

Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America

Wednesday, September 30, 2015

OBEDIENCE

High Scoring Dog or Bitch in Regular Obedience Classes __300__

High Combined Open B and Utility__301__

Northern California Curly-Coated Retriever Club

Wednesday, September 30, 2015

OBEDIENCE

High Scoring Dog or Bitch in Regular Obedience Classes __301__

High Combined Open B and Utility__NA__